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Abstract. We consider the IND-CCA1 security of a large class of homomorphic encryption
schemes that comprises all ”classical” schemes as ElGamal and Paillier. For this purpose, we
extend the known subgroup membership problem (SMP) to a new problem called splitting oracle-
assisted subgroup membership problem (SOAP) and prove for the whole class that IND-CCA1
(resp. IND-CPA) security is equivalent to the hardness of the according SOAP (resp. SMP).
This allows for easily giving a complete security characterizations of existing schemes. For in-
stance, the recently found characterizations of the IND-CCA1 security of ElGamal and Damård’s
ElGamal [34] is a direct and easy consequence of our results. Furthermore, our results shed some
light on remaining open problems like the IND-CCA1 security of Paillier’s scheme, and allow us
to derive some impossibility results.
Additionally, we describe a simple approach for designing new IND-CCA1 and IND-CPA secure
homomorphic schemes. Given an appropriate problem instantiation, an according scheme can
directly be specified. As an example, we propose two new schemes which provide some features
that are unique up to now. The IND-CPA security of the first scheme is equivalent to the k-linear
problem [27, 42], while its IND-CCA1 security is equivalent to a new k-problem that presumably
has the same progressive property as the k-linear problem, namely that even if the k-problem
is easy in the generic group model, the (k+ 1)-problem remains hard. The second scheme is the
first homomorphic scheme with a cyclic ciphertext group and can hence be directly combined
with a recent work [26] in order to efficiently construct IND-CCA2 secure encryption schemes.
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1 Introduction

Homomorphic encryption schemes support (to some extent) computation on encrypted data.
Such schemes are of particular interest as they can be used in various applications, such as
Outsourcing of Computation [16], Electronic Voting [3, 7, 9, 10], Private Information Retrieval
[31], Oblivious Polynomial Evaluation [35], or Multiparty Computation [8].

The most prominent homomorphic encryption schemes, e.g. [14, 38, 41], are homomorphic
with respect to one algebraic operation. That is, the plaintext space forms an algebraic group
(G, ◦) and given encryptions of m,m′ ∈ G, one can efficiently and securely compute an en-
cryption of m ◦m′ without revealing m and m′. Over the last decades, a variety of different
approaches (and according hardness assumptions and proofs of security) have been investi-
gated for constructing homomorphic schemes, such as the Quadratic Residuosity Problem
(e.g. Goldwasser and Micali [24]), the Higher Residuosity Problem (e.g. Benaloh [3]), the
Decisional Diffie-Hellman Problem (e.g. ElGamal [14], Gentry et al. [20], Prabhakarany and
Rosuleky [39]), and the Decisional Composite Residuosity Class Problem (e.g. Paillier [38],
Damg̊ard and Jurik [41]). All these schemes have been investigated separately, resulting in the



fact that some of them are better understood than others. For example, while the IND-CPA
security of ElGamal is known for a while [44], the characterization of its IND-CCA1 security
(being the highest possible security level for a homomorphic scheme) has been given just
recently [34] and an equivalent result for Paillier is still an open question.

In this work, we present a unified view on the security of such homomorphic encryption
schemes which constitutes a step towards a better understanding. This helps on the one hand
to access the kind of challenges mentioned above more easily (and in fact, to partly answer
open questions) and on the other hand provides a systematic procedure for designing new
schemes based on given problems. Our concrete contributions are as follows:

Generic Security Characterization. We consider a class of homomorphic schemes3 that covers
the most common homomorphic schemes as ElGamal and Paillier. We define a representative
of this class, i.e. an abstract homomorphic scheme that encompasses all such homomorphic
schemes. The scheme is similar to other existing abstract schemes [15, 18, 21] but is more
general which is necessary in order to be a representative of all homomorphic schemes that
meet our definition.

One appealing consequence of the abstract scheme is that it allows for formulating a new
problem description (over the ciphertext space in which the scheme is implemented) that
completely characterizes IND-CCA1 security. More precisely, the abstract scheme is IND-CCA1
secure if and only if the formulated problem is hard — this problem will be denoted by
SOAP. As an immediate consequence of our IND-CCA1 characterization, we also derive a
characterization of IND-CPA secure schemes under a related problem. A very special case of
the IND-CCA1 characterization has been recently found by Lipmaa [34] for both ElGamal
and Damg̊ard’s ElGamal.For a proper subclass of our class of homomorphic schemes, a proof
that if the related problem is hard, then the scheme is IND-CPA secure was given in [21].
Our result applies to a larger class of homomorphic schemes, considers a higher security level
(IND-CCA1 instead of IND-CPA) and shows the equivalence between the security notion and
the appropriate underlying problem.

Concrete Security Characterization. This abstract characterization can be applied to con-
crete instantiations for determining the according problem description. For example, several
results such as the IND-CPA security of ElGamal [44], the IND-CCA1 security of Damg̊ard’s
ElGamal [12, 23, 46, 34] and the (recently proved) IND-CCA1 security of ElGamal [34] can
be easily derived from our characterization. In addition, we use the characterization to ap-
proach the long standing open question, whether Paillier’s homomorphic encryption scheme
[38] is IND-CCA1 secure. We do so by describing his scheme through our abstract scheme
and defining the corresponding instance of SOAP. Applying our characterization results yield
both the IND-CCA1 security as well as the IND-CPA security of Paillier’s scheme. Of course,
the same characterization can be proven for all schemes that fall in the considered class of
homomorphic schemes.

Furthermore, we derive two impossibility results from our characterization of IND-CPA
security. First, we show that any homomorphic scheme in which the ciphertexts form a group
of prime order cannot be IND-CPA secure. Second, we prove the same result with a minimal
restriction to the homomorphic scheme in case the ciphertexts form a linear subspace of Fn

3 A precise definition of this class will be given in Section 2



for some prime field F. In particular, this partly answers an open question whether using
linear codes as ciphertext spaces yield more efficient constructions (e.g., see [17, p. 11]).

Systematic Design Approach. Another useful application of our results is a systematic ap-
proach for constructing provably secure homomorphic schemes. More precisely, given a con-
crete instantiation of SOAP resp. SMP, one can directly specify a homomorphic scheme that
is IND-CCA1 resp. IND-CPA secure if and only if the given problem instance is hard.

As a first application, we consider the linear problem [4] and its extension, the k-linear
problem [27, 42]. These problems have been introduced as an alternative to the DDH that
is well-known to be easy in bilinear groups [28]. Since then, it is a challenge to construct
cryptographic protocols whose security is based on the k-linear problem (e.g., [4, 25, 27, 29,
33, 36, 42]). Following this task, we present the first homomorphic scheme that is based on the
k-linear problem for k > 2 (for k = 1 see ElGamal [14] and for k = 2 see Linear Encryption
[4]). In addition, we introduce the first IND-CCA1 secure cryptosystem whose security is
based on a new k-problem (which is an instantiation of SOAP) that presumably has the same
progressive property as the k-linear problem, namely that even if the k-problem is easy in
the generic group model, the (k + 1)-problem remains hard.

The second application is motivated by the main result of [26] which states that one can
efficiently construct an IND-CCA2 secure encryption scheme from any IND-CPA secure ho-
momorphic encryption scheme whose ciphertext group is cyclic. Unfortunately, the existence
of such a scheme is an open question. We positively answer this question and construct a
homomorphic scheme with cyclic ciphertext group that is provably secure under the problem
considered in [37].

We stress that the considered definition of homomorphic scheme does not cover all existing
homomorphic schemes. For example, it does not include recent homomorphic schemes where
decryption errors are possible, e.g. [43]. Nonetheless, we see the investigation of the “classical”
schemes that are covered by our definition as an important research topic for the following
reasons:

– To the best of our knowledge, the majority of existing homomorphic schemes falls into the
considered class. Thus, the proposed general framework and the derived security charac-
terization are applicable to a large class of existing schemes. In particular, the improved
understanding might help for cryptanalyzing existing schemes and for developing more
sophisticated schemes.

– Although the development of fully homomorphic schemes, i.e. schemes that support all
possible operations on encrypted data, represents a very important theoretical break-
through, these schemes are still too inefficient for practical purposes. For example, the
most efficient implementation [19] of [18] states that the largest variant (for which a secu-
rity level similar to RSA-1024 is assumed) has a public key of 2.4 GB size and requires for
certain operations about 30 minutes. Thus, for practical applications, there is currently
no alternative to classical schemes (which fall into our categorization).

– Any fully homomorphic encryption scheme that is homomorphic with respect to a ring
structure, that is supporting two different algebraic operations, will necessarily be homo-
morphic with respect to one algebraic operation as well. The efficiency and security of
this restricted scheme is hence a necessary condition for the full scheme. Our results may
help for evaluating these aspects.



Outline. In Section 2, we recall the necessary notation and background and provide a precise
definition of the considered class of homomorphic schemes. In Section 3, we describe the ab-
stract scheme and prove that any homomorphic scheme is actually a concrete implementation
of this abstract scheme. Next, we derive in Section 4 two problem descriptions, named SMP
and SOAP, that describe a necessary and sufficient condition for IND-CPA resp. IND-CCA1
security, respectively. We apply this result in Section 5 for analyzing the security of existing
schemes and in Section 6 for designing new schemes. Section 7 concludes the paper with a
short summary and several suggestions for future work.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Definitions and Notation

We write x←− X if X is a random variable or distribution and x is to be chosen randomly

from X according to its distribution. In the case where X is solely a set, x
U←− X denotes that

x is chosen uniformly at random from X. For an algorithmA we write x←− A(y) ifA outputs
x on fixed input y according to A’s distribution. If A has access to an oracle O, we write AO.
Sometimes, we need to specify the randomness of a probabilistic algorithmA explicitly. To this
end, we interpret A as a deterministic algorithm A(y, r), which has access to random values
r. Furthermore, if X and Y are random variables taking values in a finite set S, we define the
statistical difference between X and Y as Dist(X,Y ) := 1

2 ·
∑

s∈S |Pr[X = s]− Pr[Y = s]|. If
Dist(X,Y ) ≤ ε, we say that X and Y are ε-close.

For a group G, we denote the neutral element by 1, and denote the binary operation on
G by “·”, i.e. G is multiplicatively written. We recall that a subgroup N of a group G is said
to be normal if g · h · g−1 ∈ N for all g ∈ G, h ∈ N . In particular, this means that if G is an
abelian group, then every subgroup N is normal.

Now, let G be a finite (not necessarily abelian) group and let N be a non-trivial, proper
normal subgroup of G and R ⊆ G (not necessarily a subgroup of G) a fixed system of repre-
sentatives of G/N . Therefore, every element g ∈ G can be uniquely written as g = r ·n where
r ∈ R and n ∈ N . Let τ be the restriction to R of the canonical surjection G → G/N where
z 7→ z · N . Since R is a system of representatives of G/N , τ certainly is a bijection. By using
the bijection τ , there is a group structure on R that is inherited from G/N : For r, r′ ∈ R,
we define r � r′ := τ−1(τ(r) · τ(r′)). We denote the element in R that corresponds to the
neutral element in G/N by 1. It is easy to verify that with the defined operation, R becomes
a group with neutral element 1. There are three immediate properties concerning the groups
G,N and R:

1. R∩N = {1}
2. G = R · N := {r · n | r ∈ R, n ∈ N}
3. The map R×N → G given by (r, n) 7→ r ·n is a group isomorphism. We denote its inverse

by σ and call σ the splitting map for (G,N ,R).

If f : X → Y is a mapping between two sets X and Y , we write dom(f) = X for the
domain of f and im(f) for its image. In addition, we write f |S for the restriction of f to a
subset S ⊆ X, i.e. f |S : S → Y with f |S(s) := f(s) for all s ∈ S. If X and Y are groups
(multiplicatively written), and f is a group homomorphism, we write ker(f) := {x ∈ X |



f(x) = 1} for the kernel of f . If f is surjective, we write f−1(y) := {x ∈ X | f(x) = y} for
the preimage of y under f for all y ∈ Y .

Computational problems P are described in terms of experiments ExpP
A,G(λ) for given

probabilistic algorithms A and G that run in time polynomial in a given parameter λ. The
output of ExpP

A,G(λ) is always defined to be a single bit. We then say that problem P is
hard (relative to G) if for all probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithms A there exists
a negligible function negl such that∣∣∣∣Pr[ExpP

A,G(λ) = 1]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ ≤ negl(λ).

2.2 Homomorphic Encryption Schemes

Recall that a public key encryption scheme E is a triple (G,E,D) consisting of a PPT algo-
rithm G that takes a security parameter λ as input and returns a pair (pk, sk) of corresponding
public and secret keys, a PPT algorithm E that on input a public key pk and a message m
outputs a ciphertext c, and a deterministic polynomial time algorithm D that takes a secret
key sk and a ciphertext c as input and returns a message m.4 Furthermore, we require that
Dsk(Epk(m)) = m. Now we define the considered class of homomorphic schemes.

Definition 1 (Homomorphic Encyption Scheme). A public key encryption scheme E =
(G,E,D) is called homomorphic, if for every output (pk, sk) of G(λ), the plaintext space P
and the ciphertext space Ĉ are (multiplicatively written) non-trivial groups5 such that

– the set of all encryptions C := {Epk(m) | m ∈ P} is a non-trivial subgroup of Ĉ
– the restricted decryption D∗sk := Dsk|C is a group epimorphism, i.e.

∀c, c′ ∈ C : Dsk(c · c′) = Dsk(c) ·Dsk(c
′).

– sk contains an efficient decision function δ : Ĉ → {0, 1} with δ(c) = 1 ⇐⇒ c ∈ C
– decryption on Ĉ \ C returns the symbol ⊥.

Remark 1. Although more general definitions are imaginable, our definition seems reasonably
general as it covers (to the best of our knowledge) all classical homomorphic encryption
schemes, such as e.g. Damg̊ard’s ElGamal [12], ElGamal [14], Goldwasser-Micali [24] and
Paillier [38]. We note that for almost all classical schemes, we have Ĉ = C which lets the
decision function be trivial. In these cases, the decryption function is a group epimorphism
on the whole of Ĉ and the special symbol ⊥ is not needed. Indeed, we only introduced the
decision function for encompassing Damg̊ard’s ElGamal [12]. All results in this paper do not
require a decision function.

Next, we show that the set of encryptions of 1 ∈ P has a certain mathematical structure.
For this, we define the set Cm := {c ∈ C | Dsk(c) = m} of all encryptions of m ∈ P.

Lemma 1. Let E = (G,E,D) be a homomorphic encryption scheme. Then,

4 All mentioned PPT algorithms run in time polynomial in the security parameter λ.
5 We assume that descriptions of P and Ĉ together with efficient sampling algorithms are contained in the

public key pk. Sampling from P (resp. Ĉ) using the (corresponding) sampling algorithm is denoted by

m←− P (resp. c←− Ĉ).



1. C1 is a proper normal subgroup of C such that |C1| = |Cm| for all m ∈ P
2. Cm = Epk(m, r) · C1 for all m ∈ P and all random r. It follows that the set {Epk(m, r) |

m ∈ P} for a fixed r is a system of representatives of C/C1.

Proof.

1. Firstly, we show by contradiction that C1 6= C. Therefore, assume that C1 = C. Since the
decryption D∗sk is surjective, this means that P is a trivial group, which contradicts the
definition of a homomorphic scheme.

Now, by looking at the definition of C1, we see that C1 = ker(D∗sk). Therefore, C1 is a
normal subgroup of C (this is well-known, e.g. [32, p. 13]).

To show that |C1| = |Cm|, we prove for all m ∈ P that D∗sk
−1(m) = cm · C1 for a fixed

ciphertext cm ∈ Cm: Obviously, we have cm · C1 ⊆ D∗sk
−1(m) simply by using the homo-

morphic property of D∗sk. Conversely, if c ∈ D∗sk
−1(m), then D∗sk(c · c−1m ) = m ·m−1 = 1,

i.e. c · c−1m ∈ C1.
2. We fix a random r and m ∈ P. Let c ∈ Cm and set c1 := c ·Epk(m, r)

−1. Then, Dsk(c1) =
m ·m−1 = 1, i.e. c1 ∈ C1. Therefore, c = Epk(m, r) · c1 ∈ Epk(m, r) · C1. Conversely, let
c1 ∈ C1. Then, Dsk(Epk(m, r) · c1) = m · 1 = m, i.e. Epk(m, r) · c1 ∈ Cm. The second
statement of the lemma follows immediately.

�

We note that we did not need the decision function δ in the proof of the Lemma. Therefore,
the same result also holds for homomorphic encryption schemes without δ.

3 A General Framework

First, we define an abstract scheme that can be proven homomorphic in terms of Definition 1.
Second, we show that this abstract scheme encompasses all homomorphic schemes according
to Definition 1. We note that in previous works, similar abstract schemes have been defined
[15, 18, 21]. However, none of the previous schemes are general enough to capture the large
class of homomorphic schemes that Definition 1 captures. Therefore, we have to introduce a
new scheme, which we call the generic scheme due to its generality in terms of Definition 1.

Definition 2 (Generic Scheme). The generic scheme is a public key encryption scheme
EG = (G,E,D) such that

Key Generation: G takes a security parameter λ as input and outputs a tuple (pk, sk) where
pk is the public key that contains descriptions of

– a non-trivial group P of plaintexts and a non-trivial group Ĉ of ciphertexts together
with a non-trivial, normal subgroup C ≤ Ĉ that will act as the set of encryptions

– a non-trivial, proper normal subgroup N of C such that |C/N| = |P|
– an isomorphism ϕ : P −→ R where R ⊆ C (not necessarily a subgroup but certainly

a group as described in Section 2) is a system of representatives of C/N such that ϕ
and ϕ−1 can be efficiently computed6

and sk is the secret key that contains

6 We denote the representative in R of 1 · N by 1.



– an efficient mapping ν : C → R where ν(c) is the unique representative r ∈ R with
c = r · n for some n ∈ N .

– an efficient function δ : Ĉ → {0, 1} such that δ(c) = 1 ⇐⇒ c ∈ C.

Encryption: E takes the public key pk and a message m ∈ P as input and outputs the
ciphertext c := ϕ(m) · n ∈ C where n←− N .

Decryption: D takes the secret key sk and a ciphertext c ∈ Ĉ as input. If δ(c) = 0, it outputs
⊥, otherwise it outputs the plaintext ϕ−1(ν(c)) ∈ P.

Remark 2. In the generic scheme we know that 1 ∈ N , so

C1 = {c ∈ C | ϕ−1(ν(c)) = 1} = {c ∈ C | ν(c) = 1}
= {c ∈ C | 1 · c−1 ∈ N} = N .

Next, we prove that the generic scheme indeed is a homomorphic encryption scheme, and
that every homomorphic scheme can be described in terms of the generic scheme.

Theorem 1 (Generality). Every homomorphic encryption scheme (with respect to Defini-
tion 1) can be described in terms of the generic scheme, and vice versa.

Proof. We start by proving that the generic scheme EG = (G,E,D) fulfills Definition 1. By
the definition of EG, it suffices to show the correctness of the scheme and that D∗sk is a group
epimorphism.

The correctness can be readily seen, since we know by definition that ν(r) = r for all
r ∈ R what implies ν(ϕ(m)) = ϕ(m) and ν(n) = 1 for all m ∈ P and all n ∈ N . Using that
ν and ϕ are homomorphisms, this yields for all m ∈ P :

ϕ−1(ν(ϕ(m) · n)) = ϕ−1(ν(ϕ(m)) · ν(1)) = ϕ−1(ϕ(m) · 1) = m.

Clearly, D∗sk = ϕ−1 ◦ ν is an epimorphism since it is the composition of two epimorphisms
with im(ν) = dom(ϕ−1).

Conversely, let E = (G,E,D) be a homomorphic scheme and let (pk, sk) be an output of
G(λ). We define N := C1, which is a proper normal subgroup of C by Lemma 1. We include
a fixed random value r in the public key pk and consider the algorithm ϕ(·) := Epk(·, r) that
takes messages m ∈ P as input. Then, ϕ is an isomorphism on P since its inverse ϕ−1 is given
by the epimorphism Dsk|R where R := im(ϕ). By Lemma 1, we know that R is a system of
representatives of C/N . Then, we also know that |P| = |R| = |C/N|. Next, we define a PPT
algorithm E that takes the public key pk and a message m ∈ P as input, and then does the
following:

1. Compute c←− Epk(m) and set n := c · ϕ(m)−1 ∈ C.
2. Output c := ϕ(m) · n.

It is obvious that Epk has the same output as Epk, since c = c. We show that Epk is an
encryption algorithm as required in the generic scheme:

1. We have n ∈ N , because Dsk(n) = Dsk(c) · Dsk(ϕ(m))−1 = m · ϕ−1(ϕ(m))−1 = 1.
Furthermore, n is chosen from N .

2. The output c of Epk(m) has the form ϕ(m) · n with n ∈ N , as required.



By considering ν : C → R as ν := ϕ ◦Dsk|C , one easily sees that Dsk(c) = ϕ−1(ν(c)), if c ∈ C.
Otherwise, i.e. if δ(c) = 0, we have Dsk(c) = ⊥. Hence, we have successfully described E as
the generic scheme. �

This description of all homomorphic schemes allows us to restrict our attention to the generic
scheme. We will make use of this in the next section.

4 On the Security of Homomorphic Encryption Schemes

4.1 Security Notions

Next, we briefly recall the security notions indistinguishability under chosen-plaintext attack
(IND-CPA), indistinguishability under (non-adaptive) chosen-ciphertext attack (IND-CCA1)
and indistinguishability under adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack (IND-CCA2) for public key
encryption schemes (cf. [2, Definition 2.1]) and explain their role in the homomorphic case.

Let E = (G,E,D) be a public key encryption scheme. We will write Oi(·) = ε, where
i ∈ {1, 2}, for an oracle function that always returns the empty string ε on any input. For
atk ∈ {cpa, cca1, cca2}, a given algorithm A = (A1,A2) and parameter λ, we consider the
following experiment:

Experiment Expind-atk
A,G (λ):

1. (pk, sk)←− G(λ)

2. (m0,m1, s)←− A
O1(·)
1 (pk) where m0,m1 ∈ P and s a state of A1

3. Choose b
U←− {0, 1} and compute c←− Epk(mb)

4. d←− AO2(·)
2 (m0,m1, s, c) where d ∈ {0, 1}

5. The output of the experiment is defined to be 1 if d = b and 0 otherwise

where
if atk = cpa then O1(·) = ε and O2(·) = ε
if atk = cca1 then O1(·) = Dsk(·) and O2(·) = ε
if atk = cca2 then O1(·) = Dsk(·) and O2(·) = Dsk(·)

If atk = cca2, we further require that A2 is not allowed to ask its oracle to decrypt c.
We say that E is IND-ATK secure (relative to G) if the advantage

∣∣Pr[Expind-atk
A,G (λ) = 1]− 1

2

∣∣
is negligible for all PPT algorithms A, where ATK ∈ {CPA, CCA1, CCA2}. Bellare et al. [2]
show that IND-CCA2 is strictly stronger than IND-CCA1, which in turn is strictly stronger
than IND-CPA. Our aim is to characterize all homomorphic encryption schemes in terms of
these three security notions. For reasons of completeness, we start by proving the following
well-known result:

Theorem 2. Any homomorphic encryption scheme E = (G,E,D), that does not necessarily
have a decision function δ, is insecure in terms of IND-CCA2.

Proof. On input the public key pk, the adversary A1 outputs two non-zero randomly chosen
plaintexts m0,m1 ∈ P with m0 6= m1. The challenger chooses a random bit b ∈ {0, 1} and
computes the challenge ciphertext c←− Epk(mb). Upon receiving the challenge, A2 computes
ci ←− (c · Epk(mi)

−1) for i ∈ {0, 1}, and asks the decryption oracle for the decryptions of c0
and c1. By definition, one of these decryptions is 1, and A2 outputs the index d ∈ {0, 1} of
the decryption that corresponds to 1. Therefore, the advantage of A in the IND-CCA2 game
is 1

2 , which is non-negligible. �



We remark that there exist three additional, standard security notions: Non-malleability
with respect to CPA, CCA1 and CCA2. For details on these, we refer to [2] and note that, for
obvious reasons, no homomorphic encryption scheme can be secure in terms of these notions.
Therefore, we do not consider these non-malleability notions. Also, we note that non-standard
variants, as e.g. [5] and [40], lie outside of the scope of this paper.

4.2 Subgroup Problems

In [21], Gjøsteen introduces a computational problem, called the splitting problem, together
with its corresponding decisional problem, called the subgroup membership problem. We recall
these two problems and start with the former. For our results on the characterization of
homomorphic schemes in Section 4.3, we need to extend Gjøsteen’s definition of the splitting
problem slightly, as we will explain momentarily.

Let Ĝ be a finite group, G a non-trivial subgroup of Ĝ, N a non-trivial, proper normal
subgroup of G, and R ⊆ G a fixed system of representatives of G/N with a group structure
(possibly derived from the group structure of G/N as explained in Section 2). Furthermore,
we let δ : Ĝ → {0, 1} with δ(z) = 1 ⇐⇒ z ∈ G be an efficient decision function.7 By
definition, every g ∈ G can be uniquely written as g = r · n with r ∈ R and n ∈ N . Now
informally, the splitting problem SP for (G,N ,R) is to compute for a randomly given g ∈ G
the tuple (r, n) ∈ R×N such that g = r ·n. Before we give the formal definition of SP, we note
that our definition extends Gjøsteen’s in that it considers a system of representatives that
need not be a subgroup of G, while Gjøsteen always assumes it to be a subgroup. In addition,
we allow G to be a non-abelian group, while Gjøsteen only considers the abelian case. Let G
be a PPT algorithm that takes a security parameter λ as input and outputs (G,N ,R) where
G,N and R are descriptions of the respective groups defined above. Consider the following
experiment for given algorithms G, A and security parameter λ:

Experiment ExpSP
A,G(λ):

1. (G,N ,R)←− G(λ)

2. (r, n)←− A(G,N ,R, g) where r ∈ R, n ∈ N and g
U←− G

3. The output of the experiment is defined to be 1 if g = r · n and 0 otherwise.

This experiment defines the splitting problem SP (relative to G). Next, we recall the subgroup
membership problem. Let G be a PPT algorithm that takes a security parameter λ as input
and outputs descriptions (G,N ) of a non-trivial, proper subgroup N of a (not necessarily
abelian) finite group G. Consider the following experiment for a given algorithm G, algorithm
A and parameter λ:

Experiment ExpSMP
A,G (λ):

1. (G,N )←− G(λ)

2. Choose b
U←− {0, 1}. If b = 1: g ←− G. Otherwise: g ←− N .

3. d←− A(G,N , g) where d ∈ {0, 1}
4. The output of the experiment is defined to be 1 if d = b and 0 otherwise.

7 In the following definition, we do neither need the decision function nor the group Ĝ. The importance of
these two objects will become clear later when we define the new problem SOAP.



This experiment defines the subgroup membership problem SMP (relative to G) which, infor-
mally, states that given (G,N , z) where z ∈ G, one has to decide whether z ∈ N or not.

At this point, we are in a position that allows us to define a new abstract problem of which
two very special cases occur in [34], where Lipmaa proves that the hardness of one of these
problems is equivalent to the IND-CCA1 security of ElGamal, while the other’s is equivalent
to that of Damg̊ard’s ElGamal. Informally, the new problem that we will call the splitting
oracle-assisted subgroup membership problem (SOAP) is situated in the same setting as the
splitting problem (recall the groups Ĝ,G,N ,R and the decision function δ) and consists of

two phases. In the first phase the adversary is given access to an oracle OĜ,G,N ,R,δSP (·) that
either solves the splitting problem for (G,N ,R) or outputs the special symbol ⊥ if the input
was not an element of G. In the second/challenge phase, the adversary has to solve the
subgroup membership problem for (G,N ). Before we define this problem formally, we remark
that it will allow us to deduce characterizations of IND-CCA1 security of all homomorphic
encryption schemes in Section 4.3. In particular, the results of Lipmaa on ElGamal and
Damg̊ard’s ElGamal [34] immediately derive from our general characterizations.

We let G be a PPT algorithm that takes a security parameter λ as input and outputs
descriptions (Ĝ,G,N ,R, δ) of a non-trivial, proper normal subgroup N of a group G that
is itself a subgroup of a finite group Ĝ, a system of representatives R ⊆ G of G/N , and a
decision function δ : Ĝ → {0, 1} given by δ(z) = 1 ⇐⇒ z ∈ G. We consider the following
experiment for a given algorithm G, algorithm A = (A1,A2) and security parameter λ:

Experiment ExpSOAP
A,G (λ):

1. (Ĝ,G,N ,R, δ)←− G(λ)

2. s←− AO
Ĝ,G,N ,R,δ
SP (·)

1 (Ĝ,G,N ,R, δ) where s is a state of A1

3. Choose b
U←− {0, 1}. If b = 1: z ←− G. Otherwise: z ←− N

4. d←− A2(Ĝ,G,N ,R, δ, s, z) where d ∈ {0, 1}
5. The output of the experiment is defined to be 1 if d = b and 0 otherwise.

This experiment defines the splitting oracle-assisted subgroup membership problem (relative to

G), denoted by SOAP. We note that the splitting oracle OĜ,G,N ,R,δSP (·) does not solve a random
instance of SP, rather it solves the splitting problem for (G,N ,R) which are the parameters
of the corresponding SMP the adversary has to solve in the challenge phase. Therefore, we
say that the splitting oracle solves the static splitting problem (SSP), while “static” in this
context refers to the SMP instance the adversary has to solve in the SOAP game. This is why
we sometimes denote SOAP by SMPSSP following the notation of [34].

We will look at concrete instantiations of all just described subgroup problems in Section
5.1. In particular, we refer to Sections 5.3 – 6.2, where we introduce new instantiations of
these problems which we use to construct homomorphic schemes with interesting properties.

4.3 Indistinguishability under (Non-Adaptive) Chosen-Ciphertext Attack

Due to Theorem 2, we know that IND-CCA1 is the strongest of the three security notions for
homomorphic encryption schemes. Therefore, characterizing homomorphic schemes in terms
of this notion is highly desirable. Even more appealing is the fact that the following result
characterizes all homomorphic encryption schemes in terms of IND-CCA1.



Theorem 3. Let E = (G,E,D) be a homomorphic encryption scheme. Then:

E is IND-CCA1 secure (relative to G) ⇐⇒ SOAP is hard (relative to G).

Proof. ”⇐”: By Theorem 1, we know that we can restrict our attention to the generic scheme.
Therefore, we think of E being the generic scheme and assume that E is not IND-CCA1
secure, i.e. there exists a PPT algorithm Acca1 = (Acca1

1 ,Acca1
2 ) that breaks the security with

non-negligible advantage f(λ). We derive a contradiction by constructing a PPT algorithm
Asoap = (Asoap

1 ,Asoap
2 ) that successfully solves SOAP with advantage 1

2f(λ).
Since SOAP and IND-CCA1 are both considered relative to G, Asoap

1 can simply forward

the public key pk = (P, Ĉ, C,N ,R, ϕ) of the output of G(λ) to Acca1
1 . If Acca1

1 queries the

decryption oracle for a decryption of some ciphertext c ∈ Ĉ,Asoap
1 asks the oracleOĈ,C,N ,R,δSP (c)

on input c which outputs the element σ(c) = (r, n) ∈ R×N if δ(c) = 1 and ⊥ otherwise. In
the former case, it is readily seen that r = ν(c) and so Asoap

1 forwards the correct plaintext
ϕ−1(r) to Acca1

1 (recall that we consider the generic scheme). In the latter case, Asoap
1 simply

forwards ⊥ to Acca1
1 .

After the query phase of Acca1
1 is over, Acca1

1 outputs two messages m0,m1 ∈ P to Asoap
2 .

The SOAP challenger chooses a bit b
U←− {0, 1} and sends the challenge c ∈ C to Asoap, who

then chooses a bit d
U←− {0, 1} and sends the challenge cd := Epk(md) · c to Acca1

2 . Now, Acca1
2

outputs a bit d′ and sends it back to Asoap
2 which sends b′ := d⊕ d′ to the SOAP challenger.

We have the following relations: If b = 0, then c ∈ C1 and cd is a correct encryption of the
message md. Hence, Acca1

2 makes the right guess with advantage f(λ), i.e. Pr[b′ = b|b = 0] ≥
1
2 + f(λ). If b = 1, then c ∈ C and cd looks like a random encryption. Hence, Acca1

2 guesses d
with no advantage, i.e. Pr[b′ = b|b = 1] = 1

2 . We have shown:

Pr[ExpSOAP
Asoap,G(λ) = 1] = Pr[b′ = b|b = 0] · Pr[b = 0]

+Pr[b′ = b|b = 1] · Pr[b = 1]

≥ 1

2
·
(

1

2
+ f(λ) +

1

2

)
=

1

2
+

1

2
f(λ).

”⇒”: For the converse, we assume that there is a PPT algorithm Asoap = (Asoap
1 ,Asoap

2 )
that solves SOAP with advantage f(λ). Similarly to what we have done above, we construct
a PPT algorithm Acca1 = (Acca1

1 ,Acca1
2 ) that successfully breaks the IND-CCA1 security with

advantage f(λ).
Similarly to the above, Acca1

1 forwards the part (Ĉ, C,N ,R, δ) of the output of G(λ) to

Asoap
1 . If Asoap

1 queries the oracle OĈ,C,N ,R,δSP (c) on input c ∈ Ĉ, Acca1
1 asks the decryption

oracle for a decryption of c that outputs the plaintext m := Dsk(c) = ϕ−1(ν(c)) if δ(c) = 1
and ⊥ otherwise. In the former case, we notice that ϕ(m) ∈ R and so Acca1

1 sends the correct
splitting problem solution (ϕ(m), ϕ(m)·c−1) toAsoap

1 . In the latter case,Acca1
1 simply forwards

⊥ to Asoap
1 . After the query phase of Asoap

1 is over, Acca1
1 outputs two messages m0,m1 ∈ P.

The IND-CCA1 challenger chooses a bit b
U←− {0, 1} and sends the challenge cb ←− Epk(mb)

to Acca1
2 , who then computes c := cb · Epk(m0)

−1 ∈ C and sends the challenge c to Asoap
2 .

Now, Asoap
2 returns a bit d′ to Acca1

2 that then outputs b′ := d′ to the IND-CCA1 challenger.
We have the following relations: If b = 0, then c ∈ C1 and Asoap

2 guesses b with advantage
f(λ), i.e. Pr[b′ = b|b = 0] ≥ 1

2 + f(λ). If b = 1, then c ∈ C \ C1 and Asoap
2 guesses b again with



advantage f(λ), i.e. Pr[b′ = b|b = 1] ≥ 1
2 + f(λ). Therefore, we have shown:

Pr[Expind-cca1
Acca1,G(λ) = 1] = Pr[b′ = b|b = 0] · Pr[b = 0]

+Pr[b′ = b|b = 1] · Pr[b = 1]

≥ 1

2
·
(

1

2
+ f(λ) +

1

2
+ f(λ)

)
=

1

2
+ f(λ).

�

4.4 Indistinguishability under Chosen-Plaintext Attack

A careful study of the proof of Theorem 3 shows that, as a special case, we have also proved
the following characterization in terms of IND-CPA security.

Theorem 4. Let E = (G,E,D) be a homomorphic encryption scheme that does not neces-
sarily have a decision function δ. Then:

E is IND-CPA secure (relative to G) ⇐⇒ SMP is hard (relative to G).

Proof. If Acpa = (Acpa
1 ,Acpa

2 ) is a successful adversary on IND-CPA with advantage f(λ),
then the adversary Asoap

2 from the first part of the proof of Theorem 3 successfully solves
SMP with advantage 1

2f(λ) when changing every occurrence of Acca1 by Acpa in the proof.

Conversely, let Asmp be a successful adversary on SMP with advantage f(λ). We consider
the adversary Acca1 = (Acca1

1 ,Acca1
2 ) from the second part of the proof of Theorem 3. Since

here, Acca1
1 has no oracle access, it outputs two random messages m0,m1 ∈ P with m0 6= m1.

Then, following the proof of Theorem 3 while changing every occurrence of Asoap by Asmp in
the proof, Acca1 successfully solves IND-CPA with advantage f(λ). �

We note that in [21], Gjøsteen already proved one of the implications, namely that if SMP
is hard, then E is IND-CPA secure. We stress that our result is more powerful since our
definition of homomorphic encryption schemes is more general than his (recall the extension
of the generic scheme in Section 3) and since we give the first proof of the other implication
which is the key ingredient for the highly desirable characterization.

5 Application 1: Security Analysis

5.1 Confirmation of Known Results

In this section, we want to give two concrete instantiations of the three subgroup problems
that we have defined in Section 4.2, and instantiations of the generic scheme. Furthermore, we
look at two schemes whose security is based on the respective problem instantiation, namely
ElGamal [14] and Damg̊ard’s ElGamal [12]. Finally, we analyse their security through our
characterization results, Theorems 3 and 4. Interestingly enough, the well-known security
proofs of these schemes [34, 45] immediately derive from our general results. For other famous
examples of instantiations, we refer to [21] and [22], while we refer to Sections 5.2 – 6.2 of
this paper for new instantiations.



ElGamal. In the generic scheme, we let Ĉ = C = G×G be the direct product of a cyclic group
G (additively written) of prime order p with generator g. Since Ĉ = C, the decision function
δ : Ĉ → C is trivial, i.e. always outputs 1. We set P := G and let N = 〈(g, h)〉 be a subgroup of

C generated by (g, h) ∈ C where h := ga for a secret a
U←− Zp. Since N ∩R = {(1, 1)} where

R := 〈(1, g)〉 ≤ C with |R| = p, we know that R is a system of representatives of C/N (the
isomorphism is given by (1, gr) 7→ (1, gr) · N ). Trivially, we have the efficient isomorphism
ϕ : P → R given by gr 7→ (1, gr). Also, we define an efficient epimorphism ν : C → R given
by (gr, gs) 7→ (1, gs · g−ar). We have successfully defined the ingredients of the public key
pk and the secret key sk as required in the generic scheme. Clearly, this instantiation of the
generic scheme is ElGamal [14].

Next, we look at the three subgroup problems for this particular instantiation. First,
recall that a triple of elements (g1, g2, g3) = (ga, gb, gc) ∈ G3 is called a Diffie-Hellman triple
if c = a · b. Furthermore, on can easily check that (g2, g3) ∈ N if and only if (h, g2, g3)
is a Diffie-Hellman triple. The splitting problem for (C,N ,R) is the computational Diffie-
Hellman (CDH) problem for (h, c1), since the splitting map σ : C → R × N is given by
(c1, c2) 7→ ((1, c2·c−a1 ), (c1, c

a
1)). The subgroup membership problem for (C,N ) is the decisional

Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem for (h, c1, c2), and SOAP for (Ĉ, C,N ,R, δ) is the problem
DDHSCDH where SCDH denotes the static computational Diffie-Hellman problem (cf. [34]).

In the ElGamal instantiation, we see that Theorem 4 states that ElGamal is IND-CPA
secure if and only if DDH is hard, while Theorem 3 states that it is IND-CCA1 secure if and
only if DDHSCDH is hard. The former characterization was proven in [45], while the latter was
proven in [34].

Damg̊ard’s ElGamal. Again, we look at a concrete instantiation of the generic scheme. Here,
we let Ĉ = G3 be the direct product of a prime-ordered cyclic group G with generator g, and

set P := G. Furthermore, we choose random a, b
U←− Zp, compute the values h := ga, s := gs

and set C := 〈(g, h)〉 × G. For a ciphertext c = (c1, c2, c3) ∈ Ĉ we see that c ∈ C ⇐⇒
c2 = ca1. Therefore, we have found an efficient decision function δ : Ĉ → C. Next, we set
N := 〈(g, h, s)〉 and R := 〈(1, 1, g)〉. Since N ∩R = {(1, 1, 1)} and |R| = p, we see that R is
a system of representatives of C/N (the isomorphism is given by (1, 1, gr) 7→ (1, 1, gr) · N ).
We immediately derive an efficient isomorphism ϕ : P → R given by gr 7→ (1, 1, gr) and
define the map ν : C → R by (gr, hr, gt) 7→ (1, 1, gt · g−br). We have successfully defined the
ingredients of the public key pk and the secret key sk as required in the generic scheme and
easily see that this instantiation is Damg̊ard’s ElGamal [12].

By considering the splitting problem for (C,N ,R) in this particular instantiation, we see
that the splitting map σ : C → R × N is given by (c1, c2, c3) 7→ ((1, 1, c3 · c−b1 ), (c1, c2, c

b
1)).

Therefore, this splitting problem coincides with the CDH problem with parameters (g, s, gr)

for random r
U←− Zp; Lipmaa [34] denotes this problem by CDEG. The subgroup membership

problem for (C,N ) is the DDH problem with parameters (g, s, gr, gt) for random r
U←− Zp

and t ∈ Zp; Lipmaa [34] denotes this problem by DDEG. Finally, SOAP for (Ĉ, C,N ,R, δ) is
the problem DDEGSCDEG where SCDEG is the static CDEG (cf. [34]).

For this instantiation, i.e. for Damg̊ard’s ElGamal, Theorem 4 states that it is IND-CPA
secure if and only if DDEG is hard, while Theorem 3 states that it is IND-CCA1 secure if and
only if DDEGSCDEG is hard. The former characterization was proven in [12], while the latter
was recently proven in [34].



5.2 IND-CCA1 Security of Paillier’s Scheme

We briefly recall Paillier’s homomorphic encryption scheme [38] by plugging the appropriate
parameters into the generic scheme. Therefore, let n = pq be an RSA-modulus and set
Ĉ := C := Z∗n2 , P := Zn and N := {rn mod n2 | r ∈ Z∗n}. Recall the following homomorphism

Eg : Zn × Z∗n −→ Z∗n2 with Eg(x, y) := gx · yn mod n2

for an element g ∈ Z∗n2 . It is known that Eg is an isomorphism if g = 1 + n [6] or if g is a
multiple of n [38]. In these cases, there is a unique tuple (x, y) ∈ Zn × Z∗n for each ω ∈ Z∗n2

such that Eg(x, y) = ω. The value x is called the n-th residuosity class of ω (with respect
to g) and is denoted by JωKg. The problem of computing JωKg for given ω ∈ Z∗n2 and g is
called the computational composite residuosity (CCR) problem. Paillier showed that when the
factorization of n is known, then it is easy to compute JωKg given ω and g. The problem of
deciding whether x = JωKg or not, given ω, g and x, is called decisional composite residuosity
(DCR) problem.

In the following, we fix g ∈ Z∗n2 such that Eg is an isomorphism and consider the subgroup
R := 〈h〉 of C generated by h := 1 + n. In [11, Section 8.2.1], it is shown that R = {1 +
an mod n2 | a ∈ Zn} (in particular, we can efficiently solve discrete logarithm in R because of
this simple structure) and is of order n = |C/N|. We show thatR is a system of representatives
of C/N :

Lemma 2. Let π : C → C/N be the canonical epimorphism, i.e. π(c) := c · N . Then, the
map ρ := π|R : R → C/N is an isomorphism, i.e. R is a system of representatives of C/N .

Proof. Since ρ, as the restriction of π, is a homomorphism and |R| = |C/N|, it suffices to
show that ρ is injective. Therefore, let ha mod n2 ∈ ker(ρ) = N ∩ R for some a ∈ Zn, i.e.
there exists z ∈ Z∗n such that ha ≡ zn (mod n2). But N is a group and so there exists an
element y ∈ Z∗n such that yn · zn ≡ 1 (mod n2), i.e. ha ·yn ≡ 1 (mod n2). This in turn implies
that Eh(a, y) ≡ 1 (mod n2). But Eh is an isomorphism, i.e. (a, y) = (0, 1) ∈ Zn × Z∗n which
implies ha mod n2 = 1 mod n2 and so ρ is injective. �

Trivially, we have the isomorphism ϕ : P → R given by m 7→ 1+mn mod n2. By [38, Lemma
1+Lemma 2], we know that the “class function” J·Kg : Z∗n2 → Zn is a group epimorphism and

so the mapping ν : C → R given by c 7→ hJcKg mod n mod n2 is a group epimorphism. It can
be efficiently computed when the factorization of n is known [38, Theorem 1]. Since we can
solve discrete logarithm in R very efficiently, computing ν(c) is equivalent to computing JcKg.

We have successfully defined the public key pk = (n, g) and the secret key sk = (p, q)
in the generic scheme. The resulting scheme is Paillier’s homomorphic encryption scheme
[38]. Observe that the splitting map σ : C → R × N is given by ω 7→ (JωKg, ω · g−JωKg).
We immediately see that the SP in this instantiation is the CCR problem. Furthermore, N
contains by definition all elements rn mod n2 for r ∈ Z∗n. Therefore, the SMP for (C,N ) is
the DCR problem. As a consequence of Theorem 4, we get the well-known characterization
of the IND-CPA security of Paillier’s scheme.

Corollary 1. Paillier’s scheme is IND-CPA secure if and only if the DCR problem is hard.

Concerning SOAP, i.e. DCRSCCR, we get the following result from Theorem 3.



Theorem 5. Paillier’s scheme is IND-CCA1 secure if and only if DCRSCCR is hard.

We note that the DCRSCCR is a new (though naturally arising) problem and so a thorough
analysis of its hardness is advisable. Since such an analysis lies outside of the scope of this
paper, we leave it as an open question.

Damg̊ard and Jurik proposed an extension of Paillier’s scheme to a generalised group
structure [13]. We stress that we can achieve a similiar characterization of the IND-CCA1
security of their scheme by applying similar thoughts as the above.

5.3 Impossibility Results

In this section, we show two impossibility results. The first is stated in the following corollary:

Corollary 2. Let E = (G,E,D) be a homomorphic encryption scheme (that does not neces-
sarily have a decision function δ). If C is a group of prime order, then E is insecure in the
sense of IND-CPA.

Proof. Since C has prime order, we know that C0 is trivial, i.e. it is easy to decide membership
in C0. Hence, the scheme cannot be IND-CPA secure by Theorem 4. �

The second is motivated by the question whether code-based homomorphic schemes are
possible. For instance, [1] presents a symmetric homomorphic scheme (that even allows for a
limited amount of multiplications) based on linear codes. The immediate question that arises
is, whether this scheme works in the public key setting as well. In [17, p. 10], it is asked more
generally, whether it is possible to construct a fully homomorphic scheme that is code-based.

Let F be a prime field. Recall that a linear code of length n and rank k is a linear subspace
C ⊆ Fn of the vector space Fn such that dim(C) = k. Theorem 4 partly answers the question
above, when the ciphertext space Ĉ is a linear code. In order to prove this result, we need
the following lemma:

Lemma 3. Let U ⊆ V be a non-trivial linear subspace of a F-vector space V with dim(U) = k
and dim(V ) = n. Futhermore, we assume that we can sample from U uniformly at random.

For all 1 ≤ ` ≤ k, we have: If (u1, . . . , u`)
U←− U `, then the probability that u1, . . . , u` are

linearly independent is
∏`
i=1(1− |F|i−k−1).

In particular, if ` = k, the probability that the tuple (u1, . . . , uk)
U←− Uk is linearly inde-

pendent equals
∏k
i=1(1− |F|−i).

Proof. The proof works by induction on 1 ≤ ` ≤ k. The case ` = 1 is trivial. So let ` >

1 and let (u1, . . . , u`−1)
U←− U `−1. By the induction hypothesis, we know that this is a

linearly independent tuple with probability
∏`−1
i=1(1 − |F|i−k−1). Now, since dim(U) = k, U

has precisely |F|k many elements. On the other hand, there are precisely |F|`−1 many vectors
in U that are linearly dependent to (u1, . . . , u`−1), so the probability that u1, . . . , u`−1, u` are

linearly dependent, where u`
U←− U , is |F|`−1/|F|k = |F|`−k−1. In total this means that the

tuple (u1, . . . , u`) is with probability
∏`−1
i=1(1− |F|i−k−1) · (1− |F|`−k−1) =

∏`
i=1(1− |F|i−k−1)

linearly independent. If ` = k, this value equals
∏k
i=1(1− |F|−i). �

The lemma essentially says that when choosing k vectors of U uniformly at random, the
probability that these vectors are linearly dependent is negligible in the size of F, i.e. they



form a basis of U , except with negligible probability in |F|. By replacing all occurrences of the
uniform distribution in the proof by a distribution that is ε-close to the uniform distribution,
we immediately get the following result:

Corollary 3. Let U ⊆ V be a non-trivial linear subspace of a F-vector space V with dim(U) =
k and dim(V ) = n. Furthermore, let D be a distribution on U that is ε-close to the uniform
distribution. If ε is negligible in |F|, then the probability that the tuple (u1, . . . , uk) ←− Uk

(sampled according to D) is linearly dependent is negligible in |F|.

This yields the following impossibility result:

Corollary 4. Let E = (G,E,D) be a homomorphic encryption scheme (that does not neces-
sarily have a decision function δ) such that the set of encryptions C is a k-dimensional linear
subspace of Fn and such that the output distribution of the encryption algorithm is ε-close to
the uniform distribution for some ε that is negligible in |F|. Then, E is insecure in terms of
IND-CPA (relative to G).

In particular this holds if C (or the ciphertext space Ĉ)8 is a linear code.

Proof. According to Theorem 4, we only have to show that SMP is not hard (relative to G).
Therefore, we show that, when given a ciphertext c ∈ C, there is an efficient algorithm that
can decide whether c ∈ C1 or not.

By using Epk with input 1, we can efficiently sample from C1. By Corollary 3, this means
that we can efficiently construct a basis (c1, . . . , cs) of C1, where s := dim(C1), by sampling s
times at random from C1. If (c1, . . . , cs) is linearly dependent, which happens with negligible
probability by Corollary 3, we sample again until we get a linearly independent tuple. Note
that, since F is a prime field, C1 is actually an F-subspace of C (see [30, Theorem 2.1.8(b)]). On
the other hand, the basis vectors c1, . . . , cs of C1 are vectors in Fn. Therefore, when given an
arbitrary ciphertext c ∈ C, we can efficiently compute the rank r of the matrix (c, c1, . . . , cs).
If r = s, we know that c ∈ C1, otherwise c 6∈ C1. �

In the situation of [1], Corollary 4 implies that their scheme is, in the public key setting,
insecure in terms of IND-CPA.

6 Application 2: New Designs

6.1 A Homomorphic Scheme based on k-Linear Assumption

In [28], Joux and Nguyen point out the need for cryptographic protocols whose security is not
based on DDH by showing that in bilinear groups, the DDH problem is always easy. This issue
has been addressed by Boneh, Boyen and Shacham in [4] by introducing an alternative to the
DDH problem called the decisional linear problem and describing a homomorphic encryption
scheme that is based on this new problem. Independently of each other, Hofheinz and Kiltz
[27], and Shacham [42] give a generalization of the linear problem to the so-called decisional
k-linear problem (LPk). They prove that, in the generic group model, LPk+1 is hard even if
LPk is easy. Following the warning by Joux and Nguyen, they formulate the need for protocols

8 F is a prime field and so the notion of subgroups coincides with the notion of F-subspaces (see e.g. [30,

Theorem 2.1.8(b)]). Since we assume C to be a subgroup of Ĉ, it follows that if Ĉ is a linear code, then C is
a linear code as well.



whose security is based on LPk. We note that the LP1 is the DDH problem, while LP2 is the
decisional linear problem. Since the introduction of the linear problem, many protocols have
been designed whose security is based on it, e.g. [4, 25, 27, 29, 33, 36] and [42] to name just
a few. However, a homomorphic encryption scheme whose IND-CPA security is based on the
LPk for k > 2 is still missing.

In this section, we close this gap. We first recall the computational and the decisional
k-linear problem (CLPk, resp. LPk) and formulate the new problem LPSCLPk

k which is an
instance of SOAP defined in Section 4.2, whereas SCLPk is the static-CLPk, i.e. it is defined
with respect to the public parameters of the underlying LPk problem in LPSCLPk

k (cf. Section
4.2). In the generic group model, the CLPk is equivalent to CDH for each k [42]. In addition, it
is shown in [34] that DDHSCDH is hard in the generic group model which gives evidence that
LPSCLPk

k can also be proven hard in the generic group model. This lies outside the scope of

this paper and we leave it as an interesting open question. If so, then if LPSCLPk
k is easy, then

LP
SCLPk+1

k+1 is still hard in the generic group model and we would have found a problem with
the same desirable property as LPk. More importantly, we introduce the first homomorphic
encryption scheme whose IND-CPA security is based on the decisional k-linear problem while
its IND-CCA1 security is based on LPSCLPk

k .

The k-Linear Problem Fix k ∈ N. Let Ĉ := C := Gk+1 where G is a cyclic group of

prime order p, generated by g. Furthermore, we choose ai
U←− Z∗p for i = 1, . . . , k and set

N := {(ga1r1 , . . . , gakrk , g
∑k
i=1 ri) | ∀i = 1, . . . , k : ri ∈ Zp} and R := 〈1〉k × G. Clearly,

|N | = pk, |R| = p and N ∩ R = {(1, . . . , 1)}. Therefore, R is a system of representatives
of C/N (the isomorphism is given by (1, . . . , 1, gr) 7→ (1, . . . , 1, gr) · N ). The splitting map
σ : C → R×N for (C,N ,R) is given by

σ : (c1, . . . , ck+1) 7→

1, . . . , 1, ck+1 ·

(
k∏
i=1

c
a−1
i
i

)−1 ,

(
c1, . . . , ck,

k∏
i=1

c
a−1
i
i

) . (1)

Now, the CLPk is the splitting problem for (C,N ,R) while the LPk is the subgroup member-
ship problem for (C,N ). As a new problem, we define LPSCLPk

k as the instance of our strong

subgroup membership problem for (Ĉ, C,N ,R, δ) where the decision function δ is trivial since
Ĉ = C.

The Cryptosystem and Its Security Let Ĉ, C, N , R, δ, g and the ai’s be as in the
previous section. Furthermore, we set P := G. We have the isomorphism ϕ : P → R
given by m 7→ (1, . . . , 1,m) and the epimorphism ν : C → R given by (c1, . . . , ck+1) 7→(

1, . . . , 1, ck+1 ·
∏k
i=1 c

−a−1
i

i

)
. We have successfully defined all the ingredients for the generic

scheme. When instantiated with k = 1 the resulting cryptosystem is ElGamal [14], while for
k = 2 it is the linear encryption scheme introduced in [4].

Concerning the security of the introduced cryptosystem, Theorems 4 and 3 yield:

Corollary 5. The above cryptosystem is IND-CPA secure (resp. IND-CCA1 secure) if and
only if LPk (resp. LPSCLPk

k ) is hard.



6.2 A Homomorphic Scheme with Cyclic Ciphertext Group

In [26], Hemenway and Ostrovsky give efficient constructions of IND-CCA2 secure encryption
schemes from any IND-CPA secure homomorphic encryption scheme with weak cyclic prop-
erties either in the plaintext, ciphertext or randomness space. Their main theorem can be
summarized as follows:

Theorem 6. If there exists an IND-CPA secure homomorphic encryption scheme with a
cyclic ciphertext group, then we can construct an IND-CCA2 secure encryption scheme.

Unfortunately, they do not give an example of a homomorphic scheme with a cyclic ciphertext
group. In fact, the existence of such a scheme is an open question, since no current scheme
fulfills this property. In this section, we positively answer this question by constructing such
a scheme. In particular, we can even prove this newly found scheme secure in terms of
IND-CCA1. We stress that we already know by Corollary 2 that the ciphertext group is not
allowed to be of prime order (as many of the cyclic groups used in cryptography) in order for
the scheme to be IND-CPA secure.

The Cryptosystem and Its Security The following setting is similar to the setting used
in the encryption scheme [37] by Gonzalez-Nieto et al. Therefore, we will state certain results
from their paper without proof and refer to [37] when necessary.

Let n = q0q1 be an RSA-modulus such that p = 2n+1 is a prime number. For each divisor
of p−1 there is precisely one corresponding subgroup of Z∗p, denoted by Gn,G2q0 ,G2q1 ,Gq0 ,Gq1 ,G2
and G1 of order n, 2q0, 2q1, q0, q1, 2 and 1, respectively. Choose generators g0 and g1 of Gq0
and Gq1 , respectively.9 Furthermore, we compute αi = q1−i

(
q−11−i mod qi

)
for i ∈ {0, 1}. We

set Ĉ := C := Gn = 〈g0g1〉, N := 〈g1〉 = Gq1 and P := R := 〈g0〉 = Gq0 . Clearly, R is a
system of representatives of C/N , and we define ϕ : P → R as the identity map. Now, by [37,
Lemma 1], we know that the splitting map σ = (σ0, σ1) : C → R×N for (C,N ,R) is given by
c 7→ (cα0 , cα1). Finally, we have an epimorphism ν : C → R given by ν(c) := σ1(c) = cα1 . We
have successfully defined all parameters of the generic scheme. The SMP in this setting simply
says that given c = (g0g1)

r ∈ Gn, decide whether c ∈ N = Gq1 , i.e. whether r ≡ 0 (mod q0).
The SOAP additionally gives access to a splitting oracle that computes the map σ.

Certainly, the ciphertext group is cyclic and Theorems 4 and 3 state:

Corollary 6. 1. The above cryptosystem is IND-CPA secure if and only if SMP is hard.

2. The above cryptosystem is IND-CCA1 secure if and only if SOAP is hard.

Next, we show that in the above setting, the hardness of the SMP for (C,N ) is equivalent to
the hardness of the well-known SMP for (C × C,R×N ) that has been used in [37] to prove
the IND-CPA security of their scheme. So in their scheme, the adversary is given a random
element (gr0g

r
1, g

s
0g
s
1) ∈ Gn × Gn and has to decide whether (gr0g

r
1, g

s
0g
s
1) ∈ Gq0 × Gq1 .

Lemma 4. In the setting of the above described cryptosystem, we have:

SMP for (C,N ) is hard ⇐⇒ SMP for (C × C,R×N ) is hard.

9 This can be done by choosing g
U←− Gn and computing gi = gq1−i for i ∈ {0, 1}. If any gi = 1, repeat with

new g. (cf. [37])



Proof. Assume that the SMP for (C×C,R×N ) is easy, i.e. there exists a PPT algorithmA that
solves SMP with non-negligible advantage f(λ). We derive a contradiction by constructing a
PPT algorithm B that successfully solves the SMP for (C,N ) with advantage 1

2f(λ).

First, the SMP-challenger for (C,N ) chooses a random bit b
U←− {0, 1} and sends the

challenge c ∈ C to B where c
U←− N if b = 0. Now, B sends (C × C,R×N ) (this is possible

as the description of C is given by the generators g0 and g1) together with the challenge

(gr0, c) with r
U←− Zn to the algorithm A. Observe that gr0 is uniformly sampled from R as

ord(g0) = q0 and n = q0q1. After some computation, B receives a bit b′ ∈ {0, 1} from A which
it forwards to the challenger.

We have the following relations: If b = 0, then (gr0, c) ∈ R × N and A guesses correctly
with advantage f(λ), i.e. Pr[b′ = b|b = 0] ≥ 1

2 + f(λ). If b = 1, then (gr0, c) ∈ R×C \ (R×N )
and Pr[b′ = b|b = 1] ≥ 1

2 . Therefore, B solves the SMP for (C,N ) with advantage

Pr[b′ = b|b = 0] · Pr[b = 0] + Pr[b′ = b|b = 1] · Pr[b = 1] ≥ 1

2
·
(

1

2
+ f(λ) +

1

2

)
=

1

2
+

1

2
f(λ).

For the converse, we assume that there exists a PPT algorithm B that solves the SMP
for (C,N ) with non-negligible advantage f(λ). We derive a contradiction by constructing a
PPT algorithm A that successfully solves the SMP for (C ×C,R×N ) with advantage f(λ)2.

First, the SMP-challenger for (C ×C,R×N ) chooses a random bit b
U←− {0, 1} and sends

the challenge (c0, c1) ∈ C2 to A where c
U←− R×N if b = 0. Now, A calls the algorithm B

twice. In one run, A forwards (C,R) (this is possible by switching the generators g0 and g1 in
the key generation phase, so N becomes R and vice versa) and the challenge c0 to B, while
in the other run, it forwards (C,N ) and the challenge c1. After some computation, A receives
one bit di ∈ {0, 1} from each call (i ∈ {0, 1} corresponds to the call of B). If precisely one

of the di’s is 1, A returns a random bit b′
U←− {0, 1} to the challenger, otherwise, it returns

b′ := d0 ⊕ d1 = 0.
We have the following relations: If b = 0, then (c0, c1) ∈ R ×N and B guesses correctly

with advantage f(λ) for c0 and c1, respectively. This means that Pr[b′ = b|b = 0] ≥ 1
2+2f(λ)2.

If b = 1, then (c0, c1) ∈ C2 \ (R×N ) and Pr[b′ = b|b = 1] ≥ 1
2 . Therefore, A solves the SMP

for (C × C,R×N ) with advantage

Pr[b′ = b|b = 0] ·Pr[b = 0] + Pr[b′ = b|b = 1] ·Pr[b = 1] ≥ 1

2
·
(

1

2
+ 2f(λ)2 +

1

2

)
=

1

2
+ f(λ)2.

�

This result states that our above described scheme is as secure as the scheme from [37].

7 Discussion and Future Work

We presented a complete characterization of the structure and the security of a large class
of homomorphic schemes. A natural continuation of this work would be the extension to
a broader class of homomorphic schemes. Particularly, we state the extension to the fully
homomorphic case as an interesting open problem. We note that Gentry [17, p.33] explic-
itly asks the question whether IND-CCA1 secure fully homomorphic schemes exist. Likewise,



the extension of our characterization to non-standard security notions, as e.g. [5, 40], might
represent an interesting future work. Concluding, we hope to stimulate a more systematic
research on homomorphic schemes.
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